
Knowledge Questions 
Knowledge ques ons are at the heart of ToK.  They’ll be an integral part of your journal entries, your ToK 

Presenta on and your ToK essay.  In the most simple explana on, knowledge ques ons are ques ons about 

the nature of know knowledge. 

KQ Requirements: 

 Must relate to the methods (and mecha‐

nisms) by which we acquire knowledge 

 Must be open‐ended ques ons with many 

possible answers (there is no “right” an‐

swer) 

 They are general ques ons which are not 

subject specific 

So… how do you put one together?   

1. start with a real life situa on (RLS) 

2. use a good “starter”: 

‘To what extent…’ 

‘How far…’ 

‘How…’ 

‘What role does…’ 

‘Under what circumstances…’ 

3.   add a central ToK concept, associated ToK concept, 

reference to an AoK or WoK 

*BUT… the aim is not to add ALL of the components in 

the second step.  You need a good balance 

4. add a reference to a specific claim 

So… the formulaic version might look like this: 

RLS (idea generator) + starter + central ToK 

element +  reference to a claim= KQ 

 

Central ToK concepts to be explored include: jus ‐

fica on, validity, bias, reliability, certainty, etc.  

There is a giant list below :) 

Associated ToK concepts include: belief, evi‐

dence, faith, values, culture, etc. 

Reference to a relevant AoK or WoK: 

   mathema cs       the arts    history    natural science     human science            

       religious knowledge systems             indigenous knowledge systems             ethics 

 sense percep on         language           memory           intui on 

 faith   reason  emo on  imagina on 



Good ques ons starters: ‘to what extent…’, ‘how far…’, ‘how…’, ‘what role 

does…’, under what circumstances…’ 

Central ToK concepts to be 

explored include: jus fica‐

on, validity, bias, reliabil‐

ity, certainty, etc.  

Associated ToK concepts 

include: belief, evidence, 

faith, values, culture, etc. 

Reference to relevant AoK 

or WoK 

What role do reason and intui on play in the jus fica‐

on of ethical values or moral codes? 

To what extent can we speak of certainty when it 

comes to claims made in history? 

To what extent do the oral narra ves of indigenous 

knowledge systems act as a valid means through which 

human nature can become knowledgeable? 

How far is it possible to remain ra onal (rela ng to 

reason) with regards to faith and beliefs? 

Does the subject nature of evidence in the arts make it 

any less valid? 

To what extent can imagina on be considered a valid 

source for hypothesis? 

 

What? Samples… sweet! 

Below are some more ps, some tricks and some color‐coded samples (so you know what’s up!) 

~What role do reason and intui on play in the jus fi-

ca on of ethical values or moral codes? 

~To what extent can we speak of certainty when it 

comes to claims made in history? 

~To what extent do the oral narra ves of indigenous 

knowledge systems act as a valid means through 

which human nature can become knowledgeable? 

~How far is it possible to remain ra onal (rela ng to 

reason) with regards to faith and beliefs? 

~Does the subject nature of evidence in the arts make 

it any less valid? 

~To what extent can imagina on be considered a val-

id source for hypothesis? 

 Here it is, a different way… 

 

How much evidence do scien sts need before they accept [that] a theory is true? 

Good starter for 

an open‐ended 

ques on 

Central ToK concept 

of certainty.  Note 

that the concept of 

certainty is implied 

her rather than sug‐

gested.  One needs to 

be certain before 

they accept some‐

thing as the truth. 

Reference to an AoK embed‐

ded within the reference to 

expert opinion in the specific 

AoK  (natural science). 

Associated ToK term that refers to the central ToK 

concept of certainty relevant in this ques on.  

How much evidence do you need to be certain 

about something? 



Let’s try it again… 

To what extent do expert opinion and emo on play a role in shaping our percep on of 

what cons tutes art? 

Ques on starter that al‐

lows for more than one 

answer. 

Associated ToK term that refers to the 

influence ‘experts’ in art as an AoK have 

on our opinion on what cons tutes art. 

Reference to emo on as a WoK to 

consider its role in affec ng our opin‐

ion on what cons tutes art. 

Central ToK concept is jus fica‐

on (implied!).  What jus fica on 

do we use to consider something 

an ar s c crea on? 


